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ABSTRACT

More and more pieces of hardware are getting con-
nected to the Internet every day. Technologies such
as Bluetooth or Wi-FI make this process even faster.
All these equipments make sense provided they can
communicate with each other. Among the commu-
nication paradigms that seem suited for such an en-
vironment are mobile codes or mobile agents and/or
remote procedure calls. These imply executing a
code that is either coming from somewhere over the
network, or that is local but managed remotely like it
is the case for the grid, for instance. Security is then
one of the main challenges that has to be dealt with.
The aim of this paper is to present a Java Card based
platform that we are in the process of setting up to
experiment this challenge.

KEYWORDS : Smart card, Java Card, distributed
computing, security, grid.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the reasons for setting up a grid [1, 2] or
for connecting computing resources together is to
allow people or companies to use computing units
provided by third parties. The problem is that the
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user has to trust the owner of the computer where his
code will be executed. Even though some level of
software security can be provided, nothing can pre-
vent the user from malicious operations on its pro-
gram which could result from a physical access to
the computation unit: confidential data can be eaves-
dropped, calculation can be disturbed and results can
be tampered with.

We believe that the use of smart cards [3] can
make it possible to cope with these problems. The
physical protection that they offer ensures that it will
be infeasible, in a reasonable amount of time, to un-
derstand what is stored and what internally occurs.
This is not the case with a traditional processor.

In this paper we present a project that we are set-
ting up, the aim of which is to implement a cluster of
Java Cards and a programming framework on top of
it. We claim that this will enable to define a general
approach to provide secure computing on third party
hardware.

2. STATE OF THE ART

It is now acknowledged that the ever increasing com-
puting power of smart cards should allow to achieve
some effective calculation [4] even though it is clear
that high performance cannot be expected.

Frameworks such as JiniCard [6], Jason [5] or
OrbCard [7] have been developed to communicate in
transparent and secure ways with the services offered
by smart cards. Although these do not directly con-
sider distributed computing with smart cards as their
target paradigm, it is still possible to use them to
achieve this goal. Of course they miss features that
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are useful in the context of distributed application
using smart card, for instance, asynchronous method
invocation [9, 10].

More formal approaches to protect mobile codes
executed on untrusted runtime environments have be-
en developed. For instance, there is an original solu-
tion based on an extension of function hiding using
error correcting codes [8]. These solutions, although
supported by strong foundations, seem to be difficult
to use in practice due to the assumptions they make
on the applications.

3. OUR PROJECT

Based on the multi-applicative feature of the Java
Card technology [11, 12] and on our experience in
both this technology and the technologies of distrib-
uted computing, we consider possible to set up a
hardware platform,i.e. a cluster of smart cards, and
to provide a framework for developing and managing
applications on this cluster.

We understand asoftware frameworkas the APIs
for the developer and the tools for the end-user or
the administrator. This framework will be based on
some pre-existing system such as RMI [13], Java-
Party [14], JiniCard [6], Jason [5], OrbCard [7] or
Mandala [15, 16]. Mandala is a general framework
that we have developed for distributed computing.
It provides an RMI-like abstraction. Mandala of-
fers features that we believe are useful in the con-
text of this work such as theactive container[17,
18] concept it is based on, or theasynchronismit
provides for remote method invocation.

The hardware platform is presented in figure 1.
The smart cards all together make up some sort of
grid or more precisely of cluster. They are powered
by the smart card readers themselves. These USB
readers are chained together and connected to a cer-
tain number of hosts which will be used to manage
them.

As our framework is Java-based, we will use the
OpenCard Framework [19] and a bridge from OCF
to PC/SC, the Personal Computer/Smart Card stand-
ard [20], or JPC/SC [21], a JNI-wrapper for PC/SC,
to control the readers and the deployment of the ap-
plications (cf. figure 2). PC/SC is a standard which
provides a high level API to communicate with smart
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Figure 1: A solution for computing with Java Cards
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Figure 2: The software framework

card readers. Each PC/SC compatible reader comes
with a pluggable driver used to communicate with
the PC/SC middleware (cf. figure 3). Using only
PC/SC compatible readers makes it possible to use
readers of different suppliers without deep knowledge
of the underlying specific protocols.

There is also the recent OpenCT [22] project al-
lowing the support of the readers under Linux but it
is still in version alpha and it is not a standard.

4. MAIN CHALLENGES

We have identified the following challenges to cope
with in order to achieve secure computing on our
cluster of Java Cards:

• The memory size of Java Cards. To handle this
constraint we could for instance cipher and sto-
re the intermediate results in a standard unse-
cure memory that offers a large capacity and a
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Figure 3: The PC/SC solution

fast access. We could also use a virtual memo-
ry distributed over a number of dedicated smart
cards, what would make it possible to keep the
data secret, but we still would have to cipher
the data to be transfered through the insecure
channels between the cards.

• Insecure channels. The communications will
be ciphered between the clients and the grid of
smart cards, and within the grid itself between
the smart cards.

• Execution model. To be efficient, our frame-
work will propose asynchronism and an inter-
active mode of operation allowing the smart
cards to behave as a server or a client.

• Heterogeneity and deployment of applications.
To be usable our framework will be transpar-
ent, to manage the heterogeneity of the hard-
ware (smart cards, readers and hosts), and to
provide fault-tolerance mechanisms. It will
also be necessary to manage the deployment,
the termination and the mapping of the codes
over the cards.

5. HARDWARE CONSIDERATIONS

The OS of the platform will be Linux because the
middleware PC/SC layer under Windows (for exam-
ple Windows 98) supports only one reader at the same
time. By now the Linux PC/SC middleware layer
only supports for the moment 16 readers but the ad-
aptation for more readers does not seem to be diffi-
cult.

To we wish to use readers which sources are free.
As far as we know there are no USB readers with an
open source driver for windows and those we have
identified for Linux are not sold any longer.

Furthermore, we would like to use USB CCID
[23] readers. The aim of this standard is to allow
various CCID readers from different manufacturers
to be supported by the same driver. But, at the present
time, there is not any free driver for these readers un-
der Linux.

6. PERSPECTIVES

By coping with these challenges we will gain exper-
ience on secure computing over a grid of Java Cards.
We believe that we will then be able to apply this ex-
perience to any piece of equipment that can be con-
nected to a network and that provides Java Card-like
hardware level security.
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